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Abstract

The expert testimony is a potential problem in the future due to the impact of the advancement of science and technology. This paper examines the place of expert witness to be considered as one of the evidence in criminal case investigation and criminal court. It is argued that expert qualifications should be determined based on formal education, professional experiences, and the relevance of his expertise with the case. The Criminal Procedure Code (KUHAP) does not restrict the necessary knowledge, so that the expert testimony about criminal law can also become evidence. However, as one of the evidence that can punish or relieve someone, a testimony stated by an expert should be neutral and objective. This study is descriptive analytic using normative juridical literature and empirical data. It also uses the primary data through guided in-depth interview to the judges, public prosecutors, lawyers, and criminal law experts.
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I. Introduction

As the negative impact of the advancement of science and technology will lead to make the crime method become more complex, it will also be followed by problems related to the verification process of the crime. To illustrate, some problems that need an advancement of verification process are cyber crime, banking criminal acts, election crime, and so on. Thus, to address this issue, expert testimony based on special and

---

1 This article is rewritten from master thesis in Post Graduate Program Faculty of Law, Universitas Indonesia, entitled “The Qualification and Objectivity of The Expert in Criminal Cases”. Thanks to Prof. Topo Santoso as my thesis supervisor.
specific knowledge will be very important to reveal the truth. For example, forensic medical experts, information technology experts, language experts, and geologists have special knowledge and skill which are not mastered by law enforcers. Moreover, specific legal experts sometimes presented in the court due to the development of regulations and specialization of law experts.

Based on that background, this paper discusses the place of expert witness in the criminal examination. Special knowledge owned by some expert can help to understand the case better. The code of criminal procedure (KUHAP) sets forth that expert testimony can be used from the investigation process until the trial. In the court, it even has placed as one of the evidence to be considered by the judge.

However based on the research results, there are four possible problems regarding the place of expert witnesses. First, expert testimony in the trial is not necessarily considered to be important since the value of this evidence is not binding. Second, the development of the criminal examination will lead the judge to summon not only the non-legal experts, but also the criminal-law experts. This is actually contradict with the principle of the criminal law *ius cruria novit* which means that the judge is the law expert who are generalist and are considered master the law. Third, the nature of scientific truth, especially in the social sciences which are multi-paradigm can also become a problem for the judge due to the diversity of perspectives in the interpretation of the cases. Fourth, the place of the expert witness as the evidence that can convict or release a person has the potential to be misused by the party who summon them. This is associated with the objectivity of knowledge and integrity of the expert witnesses.

Using normative legal method, this paper addresses some research questions. First, in attempt to understand the position of expert witness in the code of criminal procedure in Indonesia, the author uses legal theory and expert opinion as references to analyze the problems. Second, in analyzing the debate on the place of expert testimony related to the principle *ius curia novit*, the author interviewed both the scholars and the practitioners of the criminal procedure law. Third, related to the contradictive perspective of expert opinion that becomes an issue in criminal investigation, the author interviewed practitioners of criminal procedure law as well as included some case studies obtained from mass media. Fourth, the author also analyzes the potential bias of the truth claimed by the expert by conducting interview and using some case study from the mass media.

### II. The Place of Expert Witness

The Criminal Procedure Code (KUHAP) explains the expert witness in General Regulation Chapter, especially in Article 1 item 28 that states: “expert witness is the information given by a person who has special expertise in the necessary things to make light of a criminal offense for the purpose of inspection”. It also says that the expert witness may be submitted during the investigation process as well as in the court. Article 120 paragraphs (1) of the Criminal Procedure Code states: “anytime when investigator considers necessary, he can ask the opinion of the experts or people who have special skills”. The explanation section of the article does not explain further on how the expert opinion is required and how the position of people who have special skills. However, according to M Karjadi and R Soesilo, ‘the experts’ are meant for example a radio mechanic or car mechanic. Meanwhile, ‘people who have
special skills’ are meant for example an astrologer, astronomer, and so on. They can be examined as an ordinary witness without being sworn or consulted as an expert as long as the sworn is beforehand.²

Article 184 paragraph (1) of the Criminal Procedure Code states the expert witness as evidence. This regulation is followed by the Article 186 that states the expert witness as information stated in the court. From the article, according to Karjadi and Soesilo the evidence of expert testimony is not what the experts explain to the investigators or persecutors, rather the information stated by the expert in the court after he took an oath in front of the judge.

Black’s Law Dictionary explains testimonial evidence as “a person testimony offered to prove the truth of the matter asserted, especially evidence elicited from a witness”.³ It means testimonial evidence is a testimony stated by a person to prove the truth claims, especially evidence showed by the witness. Meanwhile, what is meant by ‘expert evidence’ is “evidence about a scientific, technical, professional, or other specialized to testify because of familiarity with the subject or special training in the field, also termed expert testimony.”⁴

Furthermore, the term expert testimony defines as “opinion evidence of some person who possesses special skill or knowledge in some science, profession or business which is not common to the average man and which is possessed by the expert by reason of his special study or experience.”⁵ A similar definition is also affirmed by West’s Legal Thesaurus that explains the expert testimony as “the opinion evidence of a person who possesses special skill or knowledge in some science, profession, or business that is not common to the average person.”⁶ Curzon in Dictionary of Law defines expert evidence as referred to Civil Procedure Rules (CPR), as follows:

An ‘expert’ under CPR, Part 35, is one who has been instructed to give or prepare evidence for the purpose of court proceedings: r 35.2. Expert evidence should be restricted to that which is reasonably required to resolve proceedings: r 35.1. The expert has a duty to help the court, and this overrides any obligation to the person from whom he has received instructions or by whom he is paid: r 35.3. No party may call an expert or put his report in evidence without the court’s permission, and the court may limit fees and expenses that the party who wishes to rely on the expert may recover from any other party: r 35.4(4).⁷

III. Expert Qualification in the Examination Processes

According to Mardjono Reksodiputro, the increase number of crime, the changing pattern of the assessment of the offenders, as well as the emergence of new form of crime are parts of social change caused by development programs in Indonesia. To overcome this, studies and research are needed to reveal new facts or examines

⁴ Ibid., p. 597.
⁵ Black, loc.cit.
already known facts in a new perspective. Referred to that opinion, changes related to the criminal law enforcement can be anticipated by science.

Yahya Harahap also mentions the relationship between the changing of the criminal procedure law and of the science. According to him, the development of science and technology influence the quality of crime methods, so that it should be balanced by developing the quality and methods of evidence using science and expertise.

Therefore, by mentioning expert testimony in the Criminal Procedure Code, the role of the expert cannot be ignored both in the investigation processes and in the court. For prosecutor as Sarjono Turin, expert testimony is very useful in the process of proving corruption cases that are handled. First, the expert is needed because the prosecutor, defense counsel, and judges have limited knowledge. Sometimes, the criminal proceeding is related to other discipline of science which is not mastered by the law enforcers. Second, expert witness is useful to convince the judge and the defendant along with the counsels when the evidence which is presented less than optimal. For example, in an attempt to prove the act of bribery, prosecutors tend to have minimal evidence generally in the form of a sound recording wiretapping. To ensure whose voice on the tape, then the prosecutor will summon a sound expert.

For Maqdir Ismail, a lawyer who are often presented expert witnesses in court room, an expert is needed to maintain objectivity. He also assess that an expert will only stand for the truth based on his knowledge and expertise. Thus, an expert is considered as a neutral party that can give clear opinion and not confined to the assumption of the charge filed by the prosecutor.

Meanwhile, in the Criminal Procedure Code the urgency of expert testimony is not clearly defined. Article 1 item 28 defines very shortly that expert witness is needed to make clear of a criminal case in the court. Who is intended as an expert is not described further, but it has demonstrated the role of the expert in the verification process in the court. As a person who has special knowledge and expertise, an expert is considered special among other people, including the law enforcers. This advantage can be utilized in an effort to investigate and decide criminal case.

Chairul Huda, a criminal law expert who often testified in the court believes an expert (in this case is legal experts such as himself) is required to gain an understanding of the theoretical law. For example, the science of law under its control is necessary because law enforcement can not merely be based on the provisions of the law. The application of the law requires a theoretical understanding which sometimes not written in the text or has been in the book but still debatable. Thus, to gain the understanding the law expert is needed.

From this, expert testimony then becomes important for such party in obtaining the judge’s conviction. The ability of an expert to explain issues related to his

---


10 Interview with Sarjono Turin, a prosecutor of the commission of combating corruption (KPK), 11 March 2010 at the corruption court in the district court of Central Jakarta, Uppindo Building, Jakarta.

11 Interview with Maqdir Ismail, 25 February 2010, at his office in Jalan Bandung No. 4, Menteng, Jakarta.
scientific knowledge are one of the efforts to convince the judge that can be done by the defendant and counsel. Chairul Huda explains this by referred to the Criminal Procedure Code which states that regulation applicable to the witness is also relevant to the expert. To illustrate, if the Criminal Procedure Code determines the defendant is entitled to file any defense witnesses or a de charge witnesses for the purpose of defense, the defendant may also propose experts for the same purpose though the Code does not recognize the term a de charge expert.12

Harvard Law Review Association assesses the ability of experts to help the case investigation is the basis for determining the important of expert testimony. The provisions in Rule 702 of the Federal Rules of Evidence which are applicable in the United States said the expert testimony is acceptable if it can help the judges carry out their duties.

The guiding principle of the body of rules governing the admissibility of expert testimony is helpfulness: to be admissible, expert testimony must be helpful. Rule 702 of the Federal Rules of Evidence, for example, permits qualified experts to testify about their specialized knowledge only when the testimony will assist the trier of fact in understanding the evidence or in determining a fact in issue.13

That description indicates an affirmation of experts who can deliver testimony is the expert who truly qualified and experts who can help the process of verification. The role of experts would be more important if the case which is examined related to the field of science that is not mastered by law enforcers. Thus, the expert may also be ignored if its presence does not help the case investigation.

According to the Corruption Court judge, I Made Hendra Kusuma, to include expert testimony as one of the judges’ consideration, the information must be contextually analyzed. If the expert testimony is relevant to the subject matter, it will be used. But if otherwise, the judge will not use it. During his time as a judge, Made Hendra has never asked to present expert testimony. Generally, experts presented by the prosecution or the accused. Made Hendra argues, the Criminal Procedure Code determines the evidentiary value of expert testimony which is not binding or freely used by judges.14 It means, the judges do not obliged to follow the opinion and conclusion of experts when in conflict with judges’ conviction.15

A similar opinion is also stated by other Corruption Court judge, Slamet Subagyo, by referring to Article 183 of the Criminal Procedure Code as follows: “Judges should not decide a criminal case unless with at least two valid evidences to gain confidence that a criminal act really occurred and that the defendant is guilty of committed crime”.16 Slamet interprets this provision indicates the judge only requires two witnesses and the conviction to decide a criminal case. In other words, the existence of an expert can be considered merely as a supplement or simply add the judge’s conviction.17

12 Interview with Chairul Huda, a criminal law expert, 15 March 2010, at Pascasarjana Building Universitas Muhammadiyah Jakarta Ciputat, Jakarta Selatan.
14 Interview with I Made Hendra Kusuma, a corruption court judge, 11 March 2010, at Uppindo Building, Jakarta.
16 Indonesia [b], Undang-Undang Hakum Acara Pidana, UU No. 8 tahun 1981, LN No. 76 Tahun 1982, TLN No. 3209, P. 183.
17 Interview with Slamet Subagyo, a corruption court judge, 11 March 2010, at Uppindo Building, Jakarta.
Thereupon, expert testimony might be ignored due to the Criminal Procedure Code is more emphasis the value of evidence in the hands of the judges.

For Maqdir Islamil, although judges give opportunity to experts to be heard, but sometimes it impresses that the testimony is ignored by the judges. This attitude is unfortunate by Maqdir since the Criminal Procedure Code has determined the expert testimony as valid evidence. In contrast, according to Sarjono Turin, a prosecutor of commission of combating corruption (KPK), the authority of the judges to waive the expert testimony in legal consideration cannot be blamed. The reason is the Criminal Procedure Code does not determine a judge to fixate on expert testimony submitted by the prosecutors or defence counsels.

According to Andi Hamzah, evidence which is based on the regulation is characteristically relative. To illustrates, evidence such as witness is actually tend to be blurred and very relative since it is given by the people who have forgetfulness. This assumption may be the reason for the judge who considered subordinates expert testimony. It can be considered too subjective when it compared to other evidence. However, if it is a reason for judges to reject the expert, I argue that the judges should argumentatively explain their refusal to eliminate the impression that they ignore evidences presented by the parties.

Meanwhile, according to Yahya Harahap, although the value of expert evidence is not binding, the authority of the judges to decide whether or not to use the expert testimony as legal consideration should be exercised responsibly based on moral values. This responsibility is the judge's obligation to realize the truth for law enforcement and legal certainty. Djoko Prakoso is also asserted that the Criminal Procedure Code have determined the expert witness as valid evidence, thus the judges cannot simply exclude it even if it contrasts to his belief.

To this issue, I argue that the judges cannot simply ignore the expert testimony especially when the process of proving the crime needs expert ability beyond the discipline of law. Since the expert testimony can helps the judges in finding the real truth of a criminal case, it plays an important role in the verification processes in the future. Although its characteristic is not binding, it cannot merely be excluded for legal consideration. Hence, the judges should be able to assess the urgency of the expert related to the cases and should also have an argument in accepting or rejecting a statement of the experts.

I agree with Made Hendra stating that the urgency of expert testimony depends on its relevance to the case. The presence of relevant experts make expert evidence not only serve as a supplement or complement of the judge's conviction, but can also be the basis of the judge’s conviction. As such, the expert testimony can be more optimal to be used to assist verification processes, particularly in cases related to non-legal discipline.

Moreover, the relevance of the expert with the case should also be measured from the expert qualifications. Expert testimony with proper qualifications would be very valuable evidence and strengthen judges’ consideration in deciding the case. Conversely, if the expert does not have the proper qualifications, then the expert testimony becomes meaningless and useless.

---

IV. Debate among The Experts

Since the scientific truth is multifaceted, there will be various explanation of a problem. This will lead to debate among the experts that will raise a problem in legal investigation and court examination. In the investigation process, investigators attempt to prove their preliminary evidence in order the case can be transferred into the court. They sometimes use expert testimony that will lead the debate between the parties. Meanwhile in the court examination, both prosecutors and the defendants try to prove their each position that will also lead to the debate.

One example of the debate among experts in the investigation process is in case of mudflow of oil drilling at BanjarPanji1 owned by Lapindo Brantas Inc. (hereinafter referred to as the Lapindo mudflow) in Sidoarjo, East Java.19 Investigation of this case was conducted by East Java Regional Police in June 2006. There were 13 people who later determined the suspect. To support the investigation, police investigators then inquire number of experts from various fields such as oil and gas mining experts and geologists. Of the twelve experts who testified about the causes of the Lapindo mudflow, there are different opinions. Nine experts declared Lapindo mudflow caused purely by natural disasters, while three other experts stated Lapindo mudflow caused by human error.20

Difference opinion of the experts becomes one of the main reasons for the prosecutor who has four times returning investigation file from police investigators. According to junior prosecutor for general crime (Jampidum) Abdul Hakim Ritonga, the conflicting expert testimony will be an obstacle and will become contra productive if it brings to the court.21 However, the way prosecutors saw this problem which emphasis on the unity of expert opinion in determining the cause of Lapindo mudflow had made the investigation process last long. On August 5th, 2009 police department issued a warrant termination of investigation (SP3) signed by the Director of Criminal Investigation of East Java Police Commissioner Edy Supriyadi. Publishing SP3 file was motivated by the returning file of the prosecutions with the status of P18 or incomplete files. Prosecutors also issued a P-19 (manual prosecutor told the investigator to complete the file) contains a request to the investigator to prove the correlation and causation of mudflow to a radius of 150 meters from the wellbore drilling the Banjar Panaji. However, police said that it was difficult to prove such things as no witnesses during the incident and also assessed no expert can prove the correlation between mudflow and the drilling wells.22

---

19 Data from Sidoarjo Mudflow Management Agency (BPLS) stated that the mudflow has caused 12 villaged sanked such as Siring, Jatirejo, Mindi, Renokenongo, Kedungbendo, Gempolsari, Kedungcangkring, Pejarakan, Besuki, Gempolsari, Glagaharum, Ketapang, dan Kalitengah. At least 14,000 household or about 40,000 inhabitants in 12 villages have become victims. See “Badan Penanggulangan Semburan Lumpur” http://www.bpls.go.id/index.php?_option=com_content&view=article&id=74:bidang-sosial&catid=61:umum-sosial&Itemid=82.
20 “Duduk Bersama Bukan Solusi Selama Persyaratan Belum Terpenuhi Kasus Lapindo (Sitting Together is not the Solution since the Requirement has yet be Completed; Lapindo Case)” http://hukumonline.com/detail.asp?id=22149&cl=Berita, retrieved 2 July 2009.
From that case, we can see that expert opinion become one of the considerations to decide the following of the legal proceeding. This is due to the type of knowledge need by the investigators and the prosecutors are very technical and non-legal knowledge. However, I argue that the conflicting of expert opinion should be anticipated before expert selecting process. Expecting the unified opinion to be taken in the legal process is difficult things. Therefore, the role of law enforcer in sorting and selecting information from the experts is very crucial in overcoming the problems.

In Lapindo case, investigators are required to obtain evidences that can convince them of the existence of a criminal case. The existence of the conflicting opinion in assessing the causes of mudflow case should be addressed by presenting an independent expert. But it was less concerned by investigators. Some people, including from Legal Aid Society (LBHM) and the Movement of Lapindo Mud Victims Demand Justice (GMKLL) considers the investigator have been ignoring a number of geologists from the University of Durham, England, namely Richard Davies and Michael Manga. Both experts have opinion that the mudflow caused by mining activities conducted by PT Lapindo Brantas. Efforts to facilitate investigation by the expert have been done by LBHM and GMKLL, but investigators ignored it. In addition to the two experts, investigators also did not consider the results of world-class geologist meeting held in Cape Town, South Africa by the American Association of Petroleum Geology (AAPG). From here, emerge accusation that this case not only considered as legal case but also political-economy case that involves a conspiracy among law enforcers, politicians, and businessmen.23

Cases like Lapindo mudflow showed the indispensable of expert testimony particularly when the investigators could not easily made sense of the technical problems associated with the criminal case. At least, the investigators must also to be objective to accommodate any opinion that can help make clear the criminal cases. The investigators are obliged to collect evidence as optimal as possible although the existing law only determines minimal two evidences that can be used by the judges to make legal decision.

According to Rudy Satriyo Mukantardjo, if there is different opinion of experts on the investigation process, investigators must be able to assess its validity. Similar principle can be applied to the examination process in the court. The different testimony presented by the prosecutors and the defendant should be considered as a normal thing. This is the judges’ obligation to analyze which are considered to be true or wrong arguments. Law enforcers should attempt to present the experts that can understandably explain the case, especially for the judges.24

Corruption Court judge I Made Hendra argues, if there is disagreement among experts, then the judges should call a third expert as a mediator. However, along his carrier as a corruption court judge he never summoned an expert.25 Criminal law expert Chairul Huda assesses that the judge must be able to address the difference opinion of the experts by choosing the strongest argument. To illustrate, if there are two different opinion of criminal law expert in interpreting the law, the judge can


24 Interview with Rudy Satriyo Mukantardjo, a criminal law expert, 25 February 2010, in Depok.

25 Interview with I Made Hendra Kusuma, a criminal court judge, 11 March 2010, in Jakarta.
analyze the strongest theoretical interpretation. Moreover, expert testimony can also be assessed by referring to the legal reasoning since the decision is not only based on the book but also based on the reason. Finally, if both opinions are considered false, the judge should also express his opinion.26

Maqdir Ismail, also has similar opinion on that case. For him, when there is conflicting testimony in the court, judges can exclude those opinions. However, judges should also find other experts that can convince him to decide the case. Conversely, if the experts from the two parties explain the same thing, then the judge should not ignore it.27

Due to the Criminal Procedure Code have yet optimally resolved the problems of expert witness, then it relies on the judge’s role. The judge has the authority to determine the appropriate experts and judge should also be able to present experts who can convince him. As the law defines negative proof, the judge’s conviction should be based on strong evidences. Thus, the qualification of expert in the examination process should be considered carefully.

To conclude, provision regarding the qualification of experts who testified in the examination process is needed. It is due to the Criminal Procedure Code does not specifically regulated the expert qualification. However, some regulation did it such as law on information technology (UU ITE), a number of internal regulations at Attorney General and the Supreme Court, as well as the decree of the Head of Police that explain this matter can be references for determining the experts who have capacity in accordance with the needs of the criminal proceedings. However, I argue that these regulations are still not able to accommodate issues related to expert testimony in criminal law such as the debate about ius curia novit principle (whether or not the criminal law expert can be presented as an expert witness) as well as related to conflicting opinion of the experts.

In my opinion, Criminal Procedure Code should contain several provisions related to the qualification of experts, for example about what should be considered by a judge to accept or reject expert testimony. In addition, it should also address the debate on the expert opinion that blend in the fact analysis to determine what kind of expert testimony that could be worth as evidence. The upcoming Criminal Procedure Code should also require judges to explain his argument when choosing an expert opinion from another one. Thus, the decision of the judge is getting close to the material truth because of the judge’s conviction is built by solid logic. In addition, other regulations outside the Criminal Procedure Code which contains criminal provisions should also regulate about expert testimony. Moreover, if the crime has the new form due to the advancement of science and technology, then the law should also be able to explain the expert qualifications that particularly needed. If it is not possible or is deemed too technical, it should set a partnership with agencies that could be a reference to bring relevant expertise. Thus, the expert qualifications necessary for the criminal proceedings can be clear guidelines for law enforcement.

V. The Partiality of Experts

Normatively, due to his expertise an expert witness is required to be as objective as possible in explaining a problem. In fact, the expert testimony presented in trial is

26 Interview with Chairul Huda, a criminal law expert, 15 March 2010, in Jakarta.
27 Interview with Maqdir Ismail, a lawyer, 25 February 2010, in Jakarta.
Maqdir Ismail, a lawyer, assesses the objectivity of experts as an important point because ideally expert testimony is an impartial opinion. Science should be neutral and objective to proclaim the truth. He also assesses that the value of expert opinion is similar to the doctrine presented in court. Thus, the expert’s statement should be accepted as a form of truth to complete the factual truth. Maqdir claimed that he almost always presented expert in criminal cases to maintain the objectivity of the trial.

Factually in court, Maqdir cannot deny that the experts benefiting the party who presents them. However, Maqdir assess the objectivity of experts still exist because the theoretical approach conducted by experts in understanding a case is more objective than a judge or prosecutor or legal counsel. Even if the proposed expert testimony more relieves the defendant, it is because the experts get information about the case from that side. When there is debate among experts presented by the prosecutors and defense counsels, then it is merely a matter of freedom of thought by experts. Maqdir said that he usually presented experts who are scientists, in contrast to the general prosecutor who brings experts from government agencies. For example in recruiting financial experts, prosecutors took the experts from the Financial and Development Supervisory Agency (BPKP) and expert authentication of Forensic Police Headquarters.

In selecting experts, Sarjono Turin, a prosecutor of the commission of combating corruption (KPK) claims that he always brings an independent expert and not partial to any party that can provide objective information. To assess the objectivity of the expert, the commission will examine the background and experience of experts, ranging from formal and non-formal educational background to the experience of providing expert testimony in the trial. Sarjono also claims that he avoid selecting experts with the consideration that the experts have opinions that could incriminate the accused. Sarjono claims that it upholds the principle of equality before the law, so it does not directly assess the defendant guilty. It also confirmed by other prosecutor Dwi Aries Sudarto that according to him expert ideally must stand on the basis of their knowledge so that there is no incriminating expert or experts who relieve the defendant.

Criminal law expert Chairul Huda stated that any information given in court is a neutral opinion. From his experience, he gave testimony in court that usually also be used by the prosecution and defense counsel. Thus, although Chairul presented by the defendant, a statement can also be used to strengthen the prosecution charges.

“Occasionally, when the prosecutor was not ready then he cannot ask the questions that will strengthen the indictment. Or he thought that this is the expert of the defendant, therefore there is no point to ask and that it will definitely benefit the accused. Or he considered that there should be no expert in this case. So, lots of facts showing this. So he did not ask, although there are a lot of things that could be asked”.

---

28 Interview with Maqdir Ismail, 25 February 2010, in Jakarta.
29 Interview with Sarjono Turin dan Dwi Aries Sudarto, prosecutors of the commission of combating corruption (KPK), 11 March 2010, in Jakarta.
30 Interview Chairul Huda, a criminal law expert, 15 March 2010, in Jakarta.
Objectivity in conveying information is also a concern of criminal law expert Rudy Satriyo Mukantardjo. Based on his experience, there are judges who consider his statement as it is still seen in a neutral position, not in favor of either party. However, Rudy admits that the objectivity of experts who presented one of the parties will be difficult to be accepted by the other party.

For I Made Hendra Kusuma, a corruption court judge, objective stand of experts in stating the scientific truth is not the obligation. It is different with the information stated by the witness that obliges to say the truth.\(^1\) Experts were asked to provide information only on accordance with their expertise, but the judge does not demand the truth from them. I Made Hendra does not concern with the partiality of the experts and does not limit the expert testimony, as long as the information submitted is still within the competence of the experts. However, I Made Hendra still considers the objectivity of experts who testified. If the statements of the experts are still objective and normative, then the judge will consider it because the judge has the authority to assess all the facts that appear in the trial. According to I Made Hendra, the Criminal Procedure Code has provided a benchmark in the form of free probative value on the testimony of an expert because there is always a tendency of experts convey information that is not objective. To avoid partiality of the experts, the judge is given free evidentiary value which will be assessed whether or not it may be used.

Made Hendra’s opinion is not contradict with the Criminal Procedure Code which does not specify explicitly what should be the attitude of experts. The Code also does not provide a sanction if the expert testified is not objective. Until now there is no expert who is ethically sanctioned by his professional organizations due to his objectivity in the trial. The parameter of objectivity is very relative which makes it likely to be a matter of morality and responsibility to the science.

According to Mardjono Reksodiputro, objectivity means honesty to himself and to science. However, experts do not have the obligation to provide information that is acceptable to both parties. Reksodiputro also argues that in the court experts only oblige to provide information in accordance with its portion. It means the expert testimony is partially in accordance with the party’s interest who submits them, and experts are not obliged to pass on information from the perspective of the opposing party who presented it.

“It is not his obligation to bring up the image of the right side of the coin (the opponent). He is only obliged to bring up the image of left side of the coin (those who summoned). It may be said that he paid for. But, he must be honest to science.”\(^3\)

In contrast to that opinion, Surastini Fitriasih question in what extent the experts should experts their argument. There are two possibilities of experts’ position: give information objectively based on his knowledge or conclude a case in accordance with its portion like relieving party that summoned them. She also questions how should the experts answering the questions that could harm the party who presented them. Should the experts be honest or hide the information that can benefit the opponent?\(^3\)

However, I argue that if the objectivity means as the honesty to the science, experts should not hide the truth in the trial although it harms the party who presented them.

---

\(^{1}\) I Made Hendra refers to the oath of a witness and expert witness. Thw witness oat state that: “… by this will say the truth, nothing but the truth”. Meanwhile, the oath spell by expert witness is: “… gives opinion based on my knowledge as well as possible”.

\(^{2}\) Mardjono Reksodiputro’s opinion stated in the thesis examination, 24 June 2010, in Jakarta.

\(^{3}\) This critics stated by Surastini Fitriasih in the thesis examination, 24 June 2010, in Jakarta.
According to Michael Ruse, an expert who give testimony for the law, still have the freedom of thought that correspond to the science. Ruse assesses that the experts do not have the legal responsibility for the information they convey as experts asked to attend the trial based on his expertise.

The emphasis must surely be on the fact that the expert gives his/her professional opinion. This statement does not mean that you can say anything you feel like saying—or even everything that you personally believe. What does it mean is that you, as a philosopher (or whatever), can say what you think reasonable, in the light of your specialized knowledge, as a philosopher (or whatever). It is not necessary that everyone in your discipline agree with you.34

That statement indicates that the freedom of thought is attached to the experts, despite their presence in the court is an initiative of such party. Freedom of speech of the experts can also be regarded as an objective value that is expected to help the process of law impartially. Moreover, objectivity of expert is neither an absolute must-have thing nor the things that determined by law, but can be one measure in assessing the credibility of the experts.

As a scientist, he could have claimed that his explanation is based on a rigorous methodology, and therefore his statement is objective. Moreover, the recognition of someone as an expert can also be considered that his explanation is objectivity principles of the science. However, if the information is almost always benefiting those who submitted it, then it becomes irrelevant if the experts claim his statement as a scientific truth that is free from all prejudice and partiality.

VI. Conclusion

In the Criminal Procedure Code, experts only described as a person who has special skills that can make light of a crime, without further determine how an individual’s expertise is measured. However, some internal regulation in the law enforcement community began addressing the need to determine the qualification of experts. Meanwhile, the phenomenon of differentiation and specialization in the field of law, have made the principle of *ius curia novit* cannot be interpreted rigidly. Moreover, the development of new legislation also contains criminal provisions regarding new problems, such as election crime, cyber crime, banking criminal acts, and so forth. Moreover, criminal law expert who specializes on certain issue will be more relevant to give testimony in the court than those who only mastering general criminal law.

Thus, the rejection of presenting the criminal law experts in the court due to the principle of *ius curia novit* cannot be accepted. It is also because there is no clear definition on what extent the criminal expert contradicts with that principle. Moreover, the Criminal Procedure Code also does not mention any specific explanation about expert testimony. Although the opinion of law enforcement differ from each other in addressing the existence of criminal law experts and judges are free to decide to accept or reject the criminal law expert, but the judge cannot simply ignore the criminal law expert testimony only by the reason of *ius curia novit*.

Related to the debate of expert opinion, the Criminal Procedure Code also does not accommodate it as something that should be anticipated in the criminal proceedings.

---

Meanwhile, the development of science has led to a variety of scientific opinion. If science comes from the field of non-law, then law enforcement will be difficult to choose which one is the most correct opinion. Although there is no single scientific truth, but it should be decide what opinion which can be considered the most right to be evidence. Since the provisions of the Criminal Procedure Code cannot resolve the problems concerning expert testimony optimally, then the solution depends on law enforcement policy.

To this case, the judge could also bring other experts as a comparison between the two contradiction opinions. The judge has the authority to determine the qualifications of experts who are considered to have expertise that can convince him. As the law defines negative proof, the judge’s conviction should be based on strong evidences. If the explanation of an expert who challenged other experts becomes the consideration of the judge, then the judge should have arguments about these choices.

It is also argued that the conflicting opinion of the experts that will arise more frequently in the future can be resolved by carefully considering expert qualification. The qualifications which are considered from various aspects can increase confidence in dealing with the information given. Academic history and experience of experts, as well as moral attitudes associated with science can be indicators to measure the qualification and objectivity of the experts. Thus, law enforcement has no doubt to the expert testimony as evidence that can help make light of a criminal offense.

However, on some occasion it should also be considered that expert alignments are reasonable because most experts presented with a tendency to support the arguments of the parties who submitted them. Although it is not prohibited by the Criminal Procedure Code, but on the other hand, the partiality of the expert can be a problem in getting the material truth. That is because the expert testimony has power as evidence that could be considered by a judge to declare someone guilty or not guilty. Ideally, an expert has an objective attitude which is generally assessed on the consistency and neutrality in accordance with the opinion of expertise. Therefore, in certain cases expert alignments often questioned because they have been disturbing sense of justice in society. However expert alignments generally are difficult to be measured since it is just as the claims of the parties who do not agree or are harmed by the expert testimony.

Moreover, expert alignments cannot also be separated from the goals to be achieved both by experts and by party who summoned them. Does an expert oblige to testify their ideas and help the process of verification, or just to get money? The fact of highly-paid expert that influence their scientific position to give information as desired by parties presented them indicates that there is a partial and subjective expert testimony.
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